THE MASTER AND CHAITANYAISM
the Master's golden form waved to and fro, just as a creeper
lull of soft greenness is gracefully shaken by the south
breeze, emerging out of the moonlit depth of the night.
Nilkantha, the famous Kirtaniya (head-man of a
Kirfa'n party) came on the occasion and flooded
the entire Santipur with the melody during the three
nights of the Rasa-jatra. As Vijaykrishna heard his
sony's and witnessed the Jatra, the eight kinds of
ot tender emotions (Ashta Saitvik Bikar) became manifest
in him. The eight sorts of emotion are no madness ; they
stand to reason and lend themselves to a scientific
explanation. The Kirtan party sang and danced very
enersetically, but as certain uncultured outsiders denounced
it as an unmeaning confusion, a noisy babel, and laughed
at tlic dancers in their religious somersaults, the headman
of the party stopped the performance, thereby recalling
the spirit of Chaitanya, who, with the same object of
keeping the intense group stimulus of his chosen body,
his choral union (in the language of the Westerners)
i m infected, engaged Gangadas to police the courtyards of
Srcobas. It is only a Bhakta that can know what a Kirtan
is, -a Bhakta like Sreebas, who could dance and sing in the
KirLan, with the most unrestricted emotion, in spite of the
(1(^1 th of his son, as though nothing had happened.
Vijaykrishna next went to Calcutta and resided for
a f^w days at Masjidbari Street. The news of the sudden
illness of Basanta Kumari Devi, wife of Yoga-jiban
(ioswami, brought him to Dacca. Basanta Kumari Devi,
who was a high-souled woman, expired soon after. It was
about this time that Vijaykrishna's mother, Swaraamayee
Devi, also died. As Vijaykrishna was a Sannyasin, the
funeral rites were performed by Yoga-jiban on the banks
of the Ganges. Vijaykrishna arranged for the Kirtan of
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